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Newton’s Original 2nd Law:       Inertia had already been thought about through and through by intellectual giants 
such as of René Descartes(1596-1650) (“I think, therefore I am.”) and Galileo Galilei (1564-1642).  In fact, Isaac 
Newton  (1642-1727)  mostly “borrowed” his first law from Descartes.  Newton’s 2nd law;  however, was all his.  
Descartes referred to mass x  velocity as the fundamental force  of motion.  Here is were Newton truly distinguished 
himself from earlier thinkers by seeing force as what it really was.  He showed that force was NOT  this moving 
inertia, this mass x velocity.  This he called the object’s “motus” (which we now call  momentum) .  He showed that  
an unbalanced force   was what had to be applied to an object over a period of time  in order to  change  the momentum 
of the object.     

Here it is in equation form:   

€ 

F = Δp
t     Since it is a Δp, we have to call it average force (F bar). We mostly deal 

with constant forces, but if we had a varying force and we wanted to know the instantaneous Force we would have to 

use a little calculus and shrink that Δp down to a “dp” . The equation becomes  
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F =
dp
dt       for this instantaneous 

change in momentum with respect to time.  Newton probably called force the “p dot” of an object.  
Anyway, this formula sometimes comes in handy when you are solving a problem depending on what you are given.
Newton’s 2nd Law  as  we write it today:    You can do some quick manipulation of Newton’s original 2nd Law and come 

up with the way we write it today:   
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( = ma     or  simply  
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F = ma
 Since we deal in two and even sometimes three dimensions, we need to expand that:

                       

€ 

Fx = max ; Fy = may; Fz = maz

Here are  some common 2nd Law Magic triangles:  (A crutch?  maybe, but it does help organize your thoughts.)

                     F                                               weight                                              N                                                                       lbs

           m     a                     m            g                          kg    

€ 

9.81m
s2                           slugs   

€ 

32.2 ft
s2

     General triangle                       Weight  triangle                        Metric units triangle                                      English units triangle  

Newton’s 3rd Law:   Newton used the conservation of momentum along with his 2nd Law to        
                                      develop his 3rd Law.              Starting with  Σpi = Σpf   and  F = Δp /  t
1.) Write out the Conservation of Momentum in a collision   
      between Body A and Body B  in a more useful form:         mAvAi  +  mBvBi   =   mAvAf  +  mBvBf 
2.) Rearrange  to see it as a change in momentums:                          mAvAi   -  mAvAf  =   mBvBf   -   mBvBi

3.)  Show this in delta (Δ) form:               -ΔpA   =   ΔpB 
4.) Now divide both sides by the time of the collision                    -ΔpA  / t  =   ΔpB / t
5.) Using Newton’s 2nd Law substitute in forces:               -FB-->A  =   FA-->B  

6.) Switch sides and you get Newton’s 3rd Law:                                   FA-->B  =   -FB-->A 
In words: If body A puts a force on body B, then body B puts an equal, but opposite force on body A        
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Common Force Symbols:       
Fp: a general push or pull       mg: weight (force due to gravity which always points straight down)    
 fs: static friction  (no movement)    fk: kinetic friction  (surfaces sliding across each other)
 T: tension in a rope or cable        n: normal force    ( Remember that normal force is always perpendicular 

to the contact surface between two solids.)   
Ra: Air drag   Rw: water drag    Bw: water buoyancy (always points straight up)    Ba: air buoyancy     
       Fw: Force of wind            FL: Force of “lift” in air on an airfoil             FT:  Thrust of a rocket 

example #28  Draw the FBD of a 10 lb (at the time  example #29:  Draw the FBD of a canoe that 
of the FBD) rocket  with rockets firing while it is being towed through the water at a  
accelerates at an altitude of  200 ft above the constant speed by a big boat at an angle 30°
ground ALH at an angle of 60° to the horizontal
   D.O.M         Notice that the force of thrust

    FT        is at a larger angle than 60°.  Notice that there is no accel in the  x
        Remember that the vectors  have               and the system is static in the  y.

        to add up to a resultant vector                 Bw       FP   
                          that is in the direction of motion.

       60°                  HELP VIDEO 012109               Rw           30°                                  D.O.M

                                Ra     Remember . . . every  vector at 

   mg an angle is the hypotenuse         water

           of a right triangle.                                                    mg
  FTcos70°  - Racos60°  =  max     Fpcos30° - Rw = 0
   FTsin70° - mg - Rasin60° =  may       B + Fpsin30° - mg = 0
Magic Circles:

    Cos (horizontal)   Sin (vertical)  
    90° (cos = 0)                                90°  (sin =1)

     cos= -1/2 cos = 1/2

   sin= 1/2  sin = 1/2

                     60°                    30°
  cos=(-1) 180°                 0° (cos = 1)      (sin=0) 180°                             0° ( sin = 0)

 sin=  -1/2                  sin =  -1/2

     cos= -1/2 cos = 1/2

270°  (cos =0)                                270° (sin= (-1))
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